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MOTTO:

"Ask not what your country can do for you
but what you can do for your country"

(John F. Kennedy)

GOVERNMENT

PUBLIC SECTOR
EMPLOYEES

PUBLIC PENSION
BENEFICIARIES
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INTRODUCTION
The present scientific work entitled “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION” represents an efficient

economic and financial instrument that’s going to help any national economy in difficulty, by

allowing its government to employ proactive measures, in order to reduce the bad effects generated

at the national level, by the highest intensity of the Global financial and economical crisis.  The

solution suppose the application of an exceptional measure who’s going to define the main

coordinates of the National Austerity Plan (NAP) promoted by the Government of any country

facing economical difficulties, by targeting the smart diminution of its own budget expenses, in

order to help increasing gradually the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

This main issue of this solution might be part of the National Austerity Plan (NAP)

promoted by the Government and focuses on the immediate implementation of a participative

approach, within a strong and durable partnership between the Government and the public sector

employees, as well as between the Government and the public pension beneficiaries (residents).

The emergency measures exhorted by “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION” are based on the

main healthy national values that any country in difficulty should lean on:

 SOLIDARITY

 COMPREHENSION

 RATIONALITY

 COLLABORATION

 RESPONSIBILITY

Leaning on these five national values, the Government on one side, as well as the public

sector employees and the residents on the other side, must think and act all united, must understand

the difficult situation that the national economy is passing through, must be all rational and

responsible for the future of the country and for this, they must shake the hand for engaging

together in a healthy collaboration which might be fruitful for all the population as one.

The application of these exceptional measures will allow the country to soothe considerably

the awful effects generated by the Global economic and financial crisis, by approaching

simultaneously the two vectors centered on the relation “GOVERNMENT–PUBLIC SECTOR

EMPLOYEES” and respectively “GOVERNMENT–BENEFICIARIES”, which will be

independently described in the 1st and 2nd sections of this methodical report.
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The two partnership relations promoted by “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”, are carefully

managed by the Government and guided in the right direction of the economy, in order to diminish

considerably or annihilate the bad effects of the Global crisis, by employing a double action based

on the dynamic process of the partial self-financing cycle of net public salaries and net pensions

revenues, supported by the national state budget.   This double action of the proposed anti-crisis

solution will surely lead to a substantial reduction of the national budget expenses, associated to the

public salaries and public pension disburses.

For each of these two mentioned partnership relations, the principle of the partial self-

financing incomes provided by the state budget (public salaries and public pensions) is based on

the transaction between the Government and the public sector employees and respectively, between

the Government and the residents, of a kind of “bonds with no interest rate” delivered by the

Government, through the Ministry of the Public Finances.   Being given the fact that the concept of

“bond” supposes obtaining a certain interest rate by the lender (public sector employee or resident)

at the moment of its repurchase by the borrower (Government), this particular category of bonds

will be called therefore “EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES” (EGT). For each one of the

two partnership relations, this EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EGT) will be named

“EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES”(EST), when we are making reference to the partnership

relation between the Government and the public sector employees, and respectively

“EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES”(EPT), while referring to the partnership relation between

the Government and the residents.

In this very specific case, the public sector employees and the residents will consent to loan

monthly to their Government, a certain percentage of their net income (after taxes and all other

legal deductions), with NO INTEREST RATE, for a period of one year (12 months) counted from

the month when the transaction was settled.  If the state of the national economy will not allow the

Government to reimburse the value of each EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLE (EGT) arrived

to the age of maturity, the repurchase by the Government of these EGT will be reported for an

additional year (12 months). The functioning principle of selling and repurchasing the

EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EGT’s) is described in the diagram of the maturity cycle

of the emergency government titles, illustrated in the Appendix 1.
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1. PARTNERSHIP RELATION  “GOVERNMENT – PUBLIC SECTOR

EMPLOYEES”
This first partnership relation between the Government and the public sector employees,

proposed by “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”, is fundamentally based on the mutual help between

the two big actors, in order to contribute to the proper recovery of the national economy.

Based on the shared national values, as well as on this constructive partnership, the public

sector employees will consent to loan monthly to their Government, a part of their net income

(certain percentage depending on their different value of income), with NO INTEREST RATE.

The Government, through the Ministry of Public Finances, will monthly deliver to each

public sector employee, an EMERGENCY SALARY TITLE (EST), corresponding to the

equivalent value of the monthly amount borrowed.

This amount borrowed monthly by the Government from each of its public sector

employees, will be totally and guaranteed reinvested in each of their net salary of the next month,

generating a dynamic process of the partial self-financing cycle. In this way, the Government will

just add to the monthly net income of the public sector employees, their missing amount after the

investment in EST’s, up to the full net income of the employees.  By following monthly this

algorithm, the Government will be in the position to reduce the national budget expenses, by

cumulating monthly savings corresponding to an amount equivalent to the double percentage of

investment in EGT’s, beginning with the second month of the self-financing cycle.  These savings

obtained by the Government are based on the well-known financial theory who’s affirming that

“any avoided financial exist is considered as a financial entrance”. In return, the Government

will offer the guarantee of preserving the work places for all public sector employees, without

making use of other kind of hard austerity measures as taxes increases, forced dismissals or layoffs.

Each EMERGENCY SALARY TITLE (EST) has a maturity age of 12 months, but can be

reported for another period of 12 months, if the state of the national economy will not allow the

Government to repurchase these EST’s. The dynamic of this partial self-financing cycle will go on

for one year or will continue, until the country will regain its national economy healthiness,

allowing the Government to repurchase the EST’s from its public sector employees.  As soon as the

national economy will be completely recovered, the public sector employees will sell back to the

Government their EST’s, receiving monthly the full amount of their net income (100%), completed

with the proportion invested 12 months ago in each EST, adjusted with the inflation rate.

Based on the commitment between the Government and the public sector employees, the

partial self-financing principle of the net public salaries (after taxes and all other legal deductions),

will be applied to all public sector employees, by reinvesting monthly a certain percentage of their

net income, using one of the following two possible scenarios:
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1.1. The self-financing cycle of the net public salaries with uniform percentage

Based oh this scenario, the percentage of the partial auto-financing of the own net public

salaries is constant and uniformly applied to all public sector employees, whatever is the net

income of each employee.

For example, if we consider this constant percentage applied to all public sector employees

as being 25%1of their net salary, based on the self-financing principle, each employee will loan to

the Government the corresponding amount of this percentage, for the precise purpose of investing

it in their own net salary of the next month. In counterpart of the borrowed amount, the

Government, via the Ministry of the Public Finances, will delivery to each public sector employee

an “EMERGENCY SALARY TITLE”(EST) having the nominal value proportional to the invested

amount in its own net salary of the next month. In other words, the Government will borrow

monthly and with no interest rate from each public sector employee, an amount equivalent to 25%

of their full net income (after taxes and all other legal deductions), in purpose to reinvest it in their

net salary of the next month.

This principle gives birth to a partial self-financing cycle of the own net public incomes,

who allows to build a relation of useful and lasting partnership between the Government and the

public sector employees, throughout the austerity period which crosses the country.

The enclosed diagram shows the way is functioning the “PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING

CYCLE OF THE NET BUDGETED INCOMES WITH A UNIFORM INVESTMENT OF 25%

IN EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST)”, applied to all public sector employees:

MONTH 1              MONTH 2                  MONTH 3      …. MONTH N

… ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own net salary its own net salary its own net salary

+ + …+…

1 This percentage can be differently applied from a country to the other one, according to the specific considerations
regarding different ladders of public sector incomes employed by the country.

75 %

25%

50 %

25% 25%

50 %

25 % 25%

50 %

25%

25%

EST-1
25%

EST-2
25%

EST-3
25%

EST-N
25%
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- real monthly contribution of the State to the monthly net salary of each public
sector employee;

- fraction (25%) of the net salary earned by each public sector employee which
will be monthly invested in emergency salary titles (EST), amount serving to
be redirected by the Government for the employee’s partial self-financing of its
net salary of the next month;

- partial contribution (25%) by the public sector employees for the self-financing
process of their own net salary of the current month, as counterpart of the
amount invested by themselves the previous month in emergency salary titles
(EST);

- the value of the emergency salary titles (EST) received by each public sector
employee, as counterpart of the amount redirected by the Government for the
employee’s partial self-financing of its net salary of the next month

Pursuing the reality of this diagram, we can observe that, the first month of the self-

financing cycle of the net budgeted salaries, each public sector employee will receive an

EMERGENCY SALARY TITLE (EST-1) delivered by the Ministry of the Public Finances,

representing the value of 25% of his full net salary of the current month, in addition to a cash

income of only 75% of his net salary.

The amount collected first month by the Government, further to the investment by each

public sector employee in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), will be used entirely in the

second month, for the partial coverage of the net public income of those employees.

The partial self-financing process will be continued every month, so that, for every month

beginning with the second, the State will be able to reduce by 50% the budgeting expenditure,

comparing to the situation that prevail the implementation of the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”.

All that takes place when each public sector employee will accept to receive only 75 % currency of

his natural full net income, the rest of his net income (25 %) being redirected in its own net income

of the next month, further to the acquisition of the emergency salary title (EST) with an equal value

of the amount loaned to the Government.

The discount of the budgeting expenditure by half (in that case), beginning with the second

month of the self-financing cycle is justified, first by the amount of 25% reinvested by the public

sector employee from its own net income of the previous month (the grey box of the diagram) and

secondly, by the amount of 25% which will be injected as well by the public sector employee for

the partial self-financing of its own net income of the next month (the blue box of the diagram).
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Concerning the public sector employees, they will benefit, beyond the guarantee to be able

to maintain their jobs, of the successive collection of the EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) for

a nominal value equal to 25 % of their net income (after taxes and other legal deductions). This

reality will allow them practically to realize monthly savings during the austerity period,

corresponding to 25% of their net monthly salary.

Given the fact that these EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) does not hold any interest

rate, the savings accomplished by the public sector employees further to the monthly investment in

these titles (EST), can be assimilate to the principle of “PUTTING THE MONEY UNDER THE

MATTRESS”, which does not bring any benefit of investment at all, but in this specific case, the

quantum of monthly savings accomplished by every public sector employee is deposited into the

“MATTRESS OF THE GOVERNMENT”, with the clear intention of partially self-financing

their own net income of the next month and to help the Government to conserve their jobs during

this difficult times.

It is to keep in mind that, the percentage invested constantly by the public sector employees

for the partial self-financing of their own monthly net income DOES NOT GET LOST; this will

be cumulate to the State budget, while the public sector employees will receive as guarantee these

EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), delivered monthly by the Ministry of Public Finances (the

orange box of the diagram).

Through this example, we can obviously notice that the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”

applied to the State budget envelope, allows reducing in fact the expenses linked to the budgeted

incomes with 25 % on the first month, followed by monthly successive discounts of 50 % of the

full mass of the budgeted net incomes beginning with the second month of the self-financing cycle.

And all this occur in the context in which the real net income received by every public sector

employee remain stable and constant during the whole period of self-financing cycle, representing

so 75 % of his initial monthly net income, without any risk that the fraction invested by the

employees in the EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) will get lost.
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1.2. The self-financing cycle of the net public salaries with variable percentage

Based oh this scenario, the main principle of the partial self-financing cycle will be the

unchanged, but the self-financing percentage of its own net public incomes is applied monthly with

a different proportion, from a public sector employee to the other one, according to the real net

income earned by each one. So, the partial self-financing cycle of its own budgeted incomes will

be realize in a differentiated way, according to the different existent range of the net public

incomes applied from a country to other one.

In that way, the more the net income of a public sector employee is big, the more he will

invest monthly in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) and vice versa, the more his net budgeted

income is small, less he will be called to invest in these titles (EST).

For instance, a monthly and constant investment in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST),

but variable according to the value of the net income of every public sector employee, which will

allow practicing the partial self-financing cycle of its own net income, could be represented by the

evolution introduced in the enclosed picture:

No. Range of monthly net public
incomes

(after taxes and other legal
deductions)

Variation in percentage of the invested

value in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES,

according to different range of the monthly

net public incomes

1 Up to…..…999,99 € 0 %
2 1000,00 – 1499,99 € 5 %
3 1500,00 – 1999,99 € 10 %
4 2000,00 – 2499,99 € 15 %
5 2500,00 – 2999,00 € 20 %
6 3000,00 – 3499,99 € 25 %
7 3500,00 – 3999,99 € 30 %
8 4000,00 – 4999,99 € 35 %
9 5000,00 – 5999,99 € 40 %

10 More than … 6000,00 € 50 %

The enclosed diagram shows the way is functioning the “PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING

CYCLE OF THE NET BUDGETED INCOMES WITH A VARIABLE RATE OF

INVESTMENT IN EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST)”, applied to all public sector

employees:
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MONTH 1                    MONTH 2 MONTH 3          ….        MONTH N

…       ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own net salary its own net salary its own net salary

+ + …+…

- real monthly contribution of the State to the monthly net salary of each public
sector employee;

- fraction (X%) of the net salary earned by each public sector employee which
will be monthly invested in emergency salary titles (EST), amount serving to
be redirected by the Government for the employee’s partial self-financing of its
net salary of the next month;

- partial contribution (X%) by the public sector employees for the self-financing
process of their own net salary of the current month, as counterpart of the
amount invested by themselves the previous month in emergency salary titles
(EST);
- the value of the emergency salary titles (EST) received by each public sector
employee, as counterpart of the amount redirected by the Government for the
employee’s partial self-financing of its net salary of the next month

Based on this scenario, the investment in emergency salary titles will be done in a

distinguish way, accordingly to the net budgeted income of every public sector employee, while

taking into account the minimum guaranteed income experienced by the country (we assume in this

example that the minimum guaranteed income is 1000 Euro2) and the evolution of the net budgeted

incomes practiced by different countries. In accord to the reality of this diagram, in the first

month opening the self-financing cycle of its own net budgeted incomes, every public sector

employee, except for those who’s monthly net income is not higher than 1000 Euro, will receive

an EMERGENCY SALARY TITLE (EST-1) delivered by the Ministry of Public Finances,

2 The percentages of the investment in emergency salary titles (EST) could be adjusted from a country to the other one,
according to different range of net budgeted income, as well as to different values of the minimum guaranteed income
practiced by the country.

(100-X) %

X%

(100-2X)%

X%

X %

EST-1
X%

EST-2
X%

X %

(100-2X)%

X%

X %

(100-2X)%

X%

EST-3
X%

EST-N
X%
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representing the counterpart value of a percentage corresponding to X% of his net income earned

the current month, completed by an effective balancing currency amount of only (100 - X) % out

of his full net income. The amount collected first month by the Government, further to the

investment by each public sector employee in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), will be used

entirely in the second month, for the partial coverage of the net income of those employees. The

dynamic of the partial self-financing cycle will be continued every month, so that, for every month

beginning with the second, the State will be able to reduce its budgeted expenses, comparing to the

situation that prevail the implementation of the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”, with an amount

proportional with the double of the percentage invested by the public sector employees (2X%) in

the EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES. All that takes place when each public sector employee will

accept to receive every month only (100-X)% of his natural full net income, the rest of his net

income (X%) being constantly reinvested in his own net income of the next month, further to the

acquisition of the emergency salary title (EST) with an equal value of the amount loaned to the

Government (X%). The discount of the budgeting expenditure by double of the invested

percentage in emergency salary titles (2X%), beginning with the second month of the self-

financing cycle is justified, first by the amount of X% reinvested by the public sector employees

from their own net incomes of the previous month (the grey box of the diagram) and secondly, by

the amount of X% of their current net incomes which will be injected as well by the public sector

employees for the partial self-financing of their own net incomes of the next month (the blue box

of the diagram).

Concerning the public sector employees, they will benefit, beyond the guarantee of

preserving their jobs, of the successive collection of the EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST)

for a nominal value equal to X% of their net income (after taxes and other legal deductions). This

reality will allow them practically to realize monthly savings during the austerity period,

corresponding to X% of their net monthly salary.  Given the fact that these EMERGENCY SALARY

TITLES (EST) does not hold any interest rate, the savings accomplished by the public sector

employees further to the monthly investment in these titles (EST), can be assimilate to the principle

of “PUTTING THE MONEY UNDER THE MATTRESS”, which does not bring any benefit of

investment at all, but in this specific case, the quantum of monthly savings accomplished by every

public sector employee is deposited into the “MATTRESS OF THE GOVERNMENT”, with the

clear intention of partially self-financing their own net incomes of the next month and to help the

Government to conserve their jobs during this difficult times.

Once more, it is important to keep in mind that, the percentage of X% (proportional with

net budgeted income of each public sector employee) invested constantly by the public sector

employees for the partial self-financing of their own monthly net incomes DOES NOT GET
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LOST; this will be cumulate monthly to the State budget, while the public sector employees will

receive as guarantee these EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), delivered monthly by the

Ministry of Public Finances (the orange box of the diagram).

Through this example, we can obviously notice that the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”

applied to the State budget envelope, allows reducing in fact the expenses linked to the budgeted

incomes with X% on the first month, followed by monthly successive discounts of (2X)% of the

total mass of the budgeted net incomes, beginning with the second month of the self-financing

cycle.  And all this occur in the context in which the real net income received by every public

sector employee remain stable and constant during the whole period of self-financing cycle,

representing (100-X)% of his initial monthly net income, without any risk that the fraction invested

by the employees in the EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) will get lost.

1.3. Advantages and disadvantages linked to both scenarios of partial self-financing cycle of

the net budgeted incomes

The principle of the “partial self-financing cycle of the budgeted net incomes with uniform

percentage” (illustrated in the section 1.1.) presents on one side, the advantage linked to the

nondiscrimination in regard to the different levels of net budgeted incomes, in the sense of the

uniform participation of all public sector employees to the austerity measures promoted by the

«RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION». On the basis of this scenario, all public sector employees will

participate to the self-financing cycle of their own net budgeted incomes, by the acquisition of the

EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), with a fixed monthly percentage (ex: 25 %) of the net

public income of each one, whatever is their monthly net income. However, the principle of partial

self-financing cycle of the net budgeted incomes with fixed percentage, introduces the

disadvantage of the getting a lower available net incomes after the investment in EMERGENCY

SALARY TITLES (EST), for those employees who already touches net budgeted incomes

considered as being weak or relatively unimpressive.

In counterpart, the principle of the “partial self-financing cycle of the net budgeted

incomes with variable percentage”, bring in the advantage related to an equitable and balanced

approach of temporary adjustment of the available net incomes, further to the realization of a self-

financing cycle of the own budgeted incomes, proportional to the net value of the monthly income

earned by every public sector employee. At the same time, this principle associated to the self-

financing cycle of the own net budgeted incomes with variable percentage, according to the net

income of each public sector employee, could be considered by those getting higher net incomes,

as being a discriminating measure in regard to the different levels of the net public incomes

employed by the national budgeting system of the country.
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2. THE PARTNERSHIP RELATION BETWEEN  THE GOVERNMENT

AND THE PUBLIC PENSION BENEFICIARIES (RESIDENTS)
Similarly to the realization of the partnership relation between the Government and the

public sector employees, leading to the operational principle of partial self-financing cycle of the

own budgeted net incomes, the relation "GOVERNMENT–RESIDENTS" will be centered on

the opening principle related to the partial self-financing cycle of the existent incomes of pension

supported from the State budget.

On the basis of this principle of partial self-financing cycle of the own public pension

revenues, the State, through the Ministry of Public Finances, will monthly deliver to each resident,

an EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT), which will allow every beneficiary to contribute to

the partial self-financing process of its own public pension revenue. So, every resident will

participate to the partial self-financing cycle of his own public pension revenue of next month, by

the monthly investment in this EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT) delivered by the State and

having the nominal value equal to a certain percentage out of the net value of his public pension

revenue.  In other words, the principle of partial self-financing cycle of the own public pension

revenues represents a measure of austerity where the residents agrees to loan to their Government,

monthly and without any interest rate, a constant percentage of their own pension revenue from the

current month.

The amount acquired by the State, further to the delivery of this EMERGENCY PENSION

TITLES (EPT’s) will be, completely and in a guaranteed manner, reinvested into every

beneficiary’s net public pension revenue of next month. In this way, it will be created a cycle of

partial self-financing of the own public pension revenues by the residents themselves, algorithm

which will drive to a discount of the budgeted public pension expenses, with the double of the

percentage invested monthly in these titles (EPT’s) by every beneficiary connected to the national

public pension system.

The emergency pension titles (EPT’s) cumulated monthly by every resident, will have a

maturity age of one year (12 months) from the date of the purchase, and be able to be resold

without interest rate (zero benefit on investment), further to a written request made to the closest

regional branch of the National Pensions Office (NPO) where the beneficiary is connected.

In case the condition of the national economy does not allow the Government to repurchase

the emergency pension titles (EPT’s) arrived to the age of maturity at the end of the 12 months

period, the repurchase of those titles will be reported for another 12 months, for the healthiness of

the national economy.
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In exchange, the State promises to give guarantee to keep untouched, even during this crisis

period, all other social benefits that the residents have the right (free or compensatory medical

insurance, special discounts for different public services offered by the State to the residents, etc),

during all the period of their participation to the «PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE OF

THEIR OWN PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES».

The cyclical principle of the partial self-financing process of the own public pension

revenues, will go on until the moment when the national economic rebound will be definitely

confirmed by the Government and it will be applied to every monthly payment of the existent

pension revenues from the national public pension system, allowing so the monthly reinvestment of

an established percentage, according to one of the two possible scenarios:

2.1. The self-financing cycle of the public pension revenues with uniform percentage

Based oh this scenario, the percentage of the partial self-financing cycle of the own public

pension revenues is constant and uniformly applied to all residents, whatever is the value of the net

pension revenue of each beneficiary.

For-instance, if we consider that this percentage should represent, let us say 15 % of the

monthly net income of every individual who recognizes himself as being beneficiary of the

national system of public pensions, every resident will invest in his own public pension revenue of

the next month, the value of 15 % out of his net pension revenue received in the current month, for

which the Government, through the Ministry of Public Finances, will deliver to him an

EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT), having the a nominal value proportional with the

amount reinvested in its own net public pension revenue of next month. In other words, the

Government borrows monthly and with no interest rate from every resident, an amount equal to 15

% of the net public pension revenue that every beneficiary has the right, with the clear intention of

reinvesting it in the beneficiary’s net public pension revenue of next month.

This principle gives birth to a cycle of partial self-financing process of the own public

pension revenues, which allows to build an useful and lasting partnership relation between the

Government and the residents, throughout the period of economic asperity of the country.
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The enclosed diagram illustrates obviously the way is functioning the «PARTIAL SELF-

FINANCING CYCLE OF THE NET PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES WITH A UNIFORM

INVESTMENT OF 15% IN EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT)»:

MONTH 1              MONTH 2                  MONTH 3      …. MONTH N

… ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own pension                 its own pension                its own pension

revenue revenue                              revenue

+ + …+…

- real contribution of the State to the monthly pension revenue of the resident;

- fraction (15%) of the public pension revenue of each resident which will be
monthly invested in emergency pension titles (EPT), amount serving to be
redirected by the Government for the beneficiary’s partial self-financing of
its net pension revenue of the next month;

- partial contribution (15%) by the residents for the self-financing process of
their own net pension revenues of the current month, as counterpart of the
amount invested by themselves the previous month in emergency pension titles
(EPT);

- the value of the emergency pension titles (EPT) received by each resident, as
counterpart of the amount redirected by the Government for the beneficiary’s
partial self-financing of its net pension revenue of the next month

Based on the reality of this diagram, we can notice that, the first beginning month of the

partial self-financing cycle of its own public pension revenues, every beneficiary of the national

public pension system will receive an EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT-1), delivered by

the Ministry of Public Finances, representing the counterpart value of 15 % of his own pension

revenue of the current month, and accepting in currency only the difference of 85 % out of its net

monthly income of public pension.

85 %

15%

70 %

15% 15%

70 %

15 % 15%

70 %

15%

15%

EPT-1
15%

EPT-2
15%

EPT-3
15%

EPT-N
15%
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The amount acquired first month by the State from every resident, further to the investment

in the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT), will be used completely for the partial coverage

of its pension’s income of the next coming month. The cycle of partial self-financing corrects itself

monthly, so that, for every month beginning with the second, the State will be able to reduce with

30 % its budget expenses related to the public pension’s envelope, in comparison with the situation

which prevail the implementation of the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION». All that takes place

while the resident will accept to receive 85 % out of his net income of pension which returns

legally to him, according to his regular pension slip, the rest of 15 % of his pension’s income being

reinvested in its own net pension’s income of next month, further to the acquisition of the

EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT), having a nominal value equal to 15 % of his monthly

established income of pension. The discount with 30 % (in that case) of the State budgeting

expenditure associated to the public pension envelope, beginning with the second month of the

self-financing cycle, is justified on one hand, by the amount of 15 % reinvested by the beneficiary

himself from his pension’s income of the preceding month (the grey box of the diagram) and on

the other hand, by the amount of 15 % which will be injected as well by the resident himself, as a

contribution to the partial self-financing of its own net public pension revenue of the next month

(the blue box of the diagram).

Concerning the resident, this one will benefit, beyond the guarantee of preserving its other

social rights applied uniformly to all the beneficiaries of the national system of public pension (free

or compensatory medical insurance, special discounts for different public services offered to the

residents by the State, etc), of the successive collection of the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES

(EPT) with a nominal value equal to 15 % of its net income of pension, that will allow him

practically to accomplish monthly savings during the period of asperity, equal to 15 % of his

monthly net income of pension.

Given the fact that these EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT) does not hold any interest

rate, the savings accomplished by the residents further to the monthly investment in these titles

(EPT), can be assimilate to the principle of “PUTTING THE MONEY UNDER THE

MATTRESS”, which does not bring any benefit of investment at all, but in this specific case, the

quantum of monthly savings accomplished by every resident is deposited into the “MATTRESS

OF THE GOVERNMENT”, with the clear intention of partially financing their own net pension

incomes of the next month and to help the Government to conserve untouched all their social

benefits during this difficult times.
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It is to keep in mind that, the percentage invested constantly by the residents for the partial

self-financing of their own monthly net incomes of pension DOES NOT GET LOST; this will be

cumulate to the State budget, while the beneficiaries will receive as guarantee these EMERGENCY

PENSION TITLES (EPT), delivered monthly by the Ministry of Public Finances (the orange box of

the diagram).

Through this example, we can obviously notice that the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”

applied to the public pension’s envelope, allows reducing in fact the State expenses linked to the

budgeted incomes of pension with 15 % on the first month, followed by monthly successive

discounts of 30 % of the full mass of the pension’s budgeted expenses, beginning with the second

month of the self-financing cycle.  And all this occurs in the context in which the real net income

of pension received by every public sector employee remain stable and constant during the whole

period of self-financing cycle, representing so 85 % of his initial monthly net income of pension,

without any risk that the fraction invested by the residents in the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES

(EPT) will get lost.

2.2. The self-financing cycle of the public pension revenues with variable percentage

Based oh this scenario, the main principle of the partial self-financing will be unchanged, but

the self-financing percentage of its own pension revenues is applied monthly with a different

proportion from a resident to the other one, accordingly to the real net income of pension received

by each one.

So, the partial self-financing of its own incomes of pension will come true in a differentiated

way, according to the different existent levels of the pensions’ incomes applied from a country to

the other one, by its national system of public pension.

In this manner, the more the net income of pension accepted by a beneficiary is big, the more

he will invest in the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT) and vice versa, the more his net

budgeted pensions’ income is small, the less he will be called to invest in these EMERGENCY

PENSION TITLES (EPT).

For-instance, a constant and monthly investment in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT),

but variable according to the value of the net pensions’ income of every beneficiary, which will

allow practicing the partial self-financing of its own net public pension revenue, can be represented

by the evolution introduced in the enclosed picture:
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.

No. Range of monthly net budgeted
pensions’ income

(after taxes and other legal
deductions)

Variation in percentage of the invested

value in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES,

according to different levels of the monthly

net budgeted pensions’ income

1 Up to…..…999,99 € 0 %
2 1000,00 – 1499,99 € 5 %
3 1500,00 – 1999,99 € 10 %
4 2000,00 – 2499,99 € 15 %
5 2500,00 – 2999,00 € 20 %
6 3000,00 – 3499,99 € 25 %
7 3500,00 – 3999,99 € 30 %
8 4000,00 – 4999,99 € 35 %
9 5000,00 – 5999,99 € 40 %

10 More than … 6000,00 € 50 %

The enclosed diagram shows the way is functioning the “PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING

CYCLE OF THE NET BUDGETED INCOMES OF PENSION WITH A VARIABLE RATE OF

INVESTMENT IN EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT)”, applied to all beneficiaries of the

national system of public pensions:

MONTH 1                    MONTH 2 MONTH 3 …. MONTH N

…       ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own pension                     its own pension its own pension

revenue                                 revenue                                    revenue

+ + …+…

(100-X) %

X%

(100-2X)%

X%

X %

EPT-1
X%

EPT-2
X%

X %

(100-2X)%

X%

X %

(100-2X)%

X%

EPT-3
X%

EPT-N
X%
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- real contribution of the State to the monthly pension revenue of the resident;

- fraction (X%) of the public pension revenue of each resident which will be
monthly invested in emergency pension titles (EPT), amount serving to be
redirected by the Government for the beneficiary’s partial self-financing of
its net pension revenue of the next month;

- partial contribution (X%) by the residents for the self-financing process of their
own net pension revenues of the current month, as counterpart of the amount
invested by themselves the previous month in emergency pension titles (EPT);

- the value of the emergency pension titles (EPT) received by each resident, as
counterpart of the amount redirected by the Government for the beneficiary’s
partial self-financing of its net pension revenue of the next month

Based on this scenario, the investment in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT) will be

done in a distinguish way, according to the net income of pension accepted by every beneficiary of

the national system of public pensions, while taking into account the minimum guaranteed

pensions’ income experienced by the country (we assume in this example that the minimum

guaranteed income of pension is 1000 Euro3) and the evolution of the net incomes of pension

practiced by different countries. In accord to the reality of this diagram, in the first month opening

the self-financing cycle of its own net incomes of pension, every beneficiary of the national system

of public pensions, except for those who’s monthly net pensions’ incomes are not higher than

1000 Euro, will receive an EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT-1) delivered by the Ministry

of Public Finances, representing the counterpart value of a percentage corresponding to X% of his

net pensions’ income earned the current month, completed by an effective balancing currency

amount of only (100 - X) % out of his full net income of pension.

The amount acquired first month by the Government, further to the investment by each

resident in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT), will be used entirely in the second month, for

the partial coverage of the net pensions’ income of each one of those beneficiaries. The cycle of

partial self-financing incomes of pension corrects itself monthly, so that, for every month

beginning with the second, the State will be able to reduce its budgeted expenses associated to the

national pension envelope, comparing to the situation that prevail the implementation of the

“RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”, with an amount proportional with the double of the percentage

invested by the residents (2X%) in the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES.

3 The percentages of the investment in emergency pension titles (EPT) could be adjusted from a country to the other
one, according to different range of net budgeted pensions’ incomes, as well as to different values of the minimum
guaranteed income of pension practiced by the country.
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All that takes place while the resident will accept to receive (100-X)% out of his net

income of pension which returns legally to him, according to his regular pension slip, the rest of X

% of his pension’s income being reinvested in its own net pension’s income of next month, further

to the acquisition of the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLE (EPT), having a nominal value equal to

X % of his monthly established income of pension. The discount of the budgeting expenditure by

double of the invested percentage in emergency pension titles (2X%), beginning with the second

month of the self-financing cycle is justified, first by the amount of X% reinvested by the residents

from their own net pensions’ incomes of the previous month (the grey box of the diagram) and

secondly, by the amount of X% of their current net incomes of pension which will be injected as

well by the residents for the partial self-financing of their own net pensions’ incomes of the next

month (the blue box of the diagram).

Concerning the resident, this one will benefit, beyond the guarantee of preserving its other

social benefits applied uniformly to all the beneficiaries of the national system of pension (free or

compensatory medical insurance, special discounts for different public services offered to the

residents by the State, etc), of the successive collection of the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES

(EPT) with a nominal value equal to X% of its own net income of pension, that will allow him

practically to accomplish monthly savings during this period of economic asperity, equal to X% of

his monthly net income of pension. Given the fact that these EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES

(EPT) does not hold any interest rate, the savings accomplished by the residents further to the

monthly investment in these titles (EPT), can be assimilate to the principle of “PUTTING THE

MONEY UNDER THE MATTRESS”, which does not bring any benefit of investment at all, but

in this specific case, the quantum of monthly savings accomplished by every resident is deposited

into the “MATTRESS OF THE GOVERNMENT”, with the clear intention of partially financing

their own net pensions’ incomes of the next month and to help the Government to conserve

untouched all their social benefits during this difficult time.

One more, it is important to keep in mind that, the percentage invested constantly by the

residents for the partial self-financing of their own monthly net income of pension DOES NOT

GET LOST; this will be cumulate monthly to the State budget, while the beneficiaries will receive

as guarantee these EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT), delivered monthly by the Ministry of

Public Finances (the orange box of the diagram).

Through this example, we can obviously notice that the “RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”

applied to the public pension’s envelope, allows reducing in fact the State expenses linked to the

budgeted incomes of pension with X% on the first month, followed by monthly successive
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discounts of (2X)% of the full mass of the pensions’ net budget expenses, beginning with the

second month of the self-financing cycle.  And all this occurs in the context in which the real net

income of pension received by every resident remain stable and constant during the whole period

of the self-financing cycle, representing (100-X)% of his initial monthly net income of pension,

without any risk that the fraction invested by the residents in the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES

(EPT) will get lost.

2.3. Advantages and disadvantages linked to both expressions of partial self-financing cycle of

the net budgeted incomes of public pension

The principle of the “self-financing cycle of the net public pension revenues with uniform

percentage” (illustrated in the section 2.1.) presents, on one side, the advantage linked in

nondiscrimination in regard to the net budgeted pensions’ revenues, in the sense of the uniform

participation of all residents to the austerity measures underlined by the «RUSSIN CRISIS

SOLUTION ». On the basis of this scenario, all beneficiaries of the national system of pension

will participate monthly to the self-financing process of their own net incomes of pension, by the

acquisition of the EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT), with a fixed percentage (ex: 15 %) of

the net pensions’ income of each beneficiary, whatever is their monthly net income of pension.

However, the principle of partial self-financing cycle of the net budgeted incomes with

fixed percentage, introduces the disadvantage of getting a lower available net incomes, after the

investment in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT), for those residents who already touches net

incomes of pension considered as being weak or relatively unimpressive.

In counterpart, the principle of partial self-financing cycle of the net incomes of pension

with variable percentage, introduces the advantage of an equitable and balanced approach of

temporary adjustment of the net available pension revenues, further to the realization of a self-

financing cycle of the own net incomes of pension, proportional to the net value of the monthly

pension revenue accepted by every beneficiary. At the same time, this principle associated to the

self-financing cycle of its own net incomes of pension with variable percentage, according to the

net pensions’ income of each beneficiary, could be considered by the residents getting higher

pension revenues, as being a discriminating measure in regard to the different levels of the public

pension revenues employed by the national system of public pensions.
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3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES ASSOCIATED TO THE
“RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION”

The partnership relations “GOVERNMENT–PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES” and

“GOVERNMENT–RESIDENTS”, centered on the „principle of partial self-financing cyle of

the own net budgeted incomes and pension revenues”, are evidently accompanied by a series of

advantages and disadvantages linked to the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION», which are introduced

in the enclosed table:

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
 Reducing the national budget expenses in

the first month of the self-financing cycle
associated to the net budgeted salaries and
net public pension revenues, with an
amount proportional with the investment
in Emergency Government Titles (EST/
EPT) and respectively, with an amount
corresponding to the double percentage of
the investment in these Emergency
Government Titles (EST/EPT), beginning
with the second month of the self-
financing cycle;

 The guarantee offered by the State of
preserving the work places for all its
public sector employees and the social
benefits for all residents, further the
implementation of the partial self-
financing cycle of its own budgeted net
incomes and, respectively, of its own
pension revenues;

 Avoiding the risk of getting the country
into the incapacity of payment of salaries
and pensions financed by the state budget;

 Avoiding the implementation of other
kind of hard austerity measures (taxes
increases, forced dismissals, temporary
layoffs, etc.);

 Avoiding the over-indebtedness of the
country, by subscribing new additional
loans abroad;

 Possibility to achieve considerable
personal savings by the public sector
employees and the residents, through
monthly accumulations accomplished by
the investment in emergency government
titles (EST and EPT), amounts which will
be re-injected into the national economy
at the moment of repurchasing by the
State of these emergency government
titles (EST/EPT);

 The obligation to get the emergency
salary titles (EST’s) and respectively
emergency pension titles (EPT’s),
could be considered by certain
members of the society as an
undemocratic measure, even if it is
applied with the clear intention of
attaining a noble goal – the exit from
crisis;

 The available monthly income (after
the investment in emergency
government titles) of the public
sector employees and the residents,
will be effectively reduced every
month, proportionately with the
percentage invested in the partial
self-financing cycle of its own
budgeted incomes or on its own
pension revenues; this will be
accompanied by a diminution with
the same percentage of the real
power of purchase of each public
sector employee or each resident
involved in this partnership with the
Government;

 The “zero interest rate” of these
Emergency Government Titles (EST
and EPT), could generate a kind of
discontent within some public sector
employees and within some residents
as well;
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 The participative and simultaneous
involvement of the Government on one
hand, and the public sector employees and
the residents on the other hand, in the
recovery process of the national economy,
is going to attenuate the internal conflicts
between these tree actors;

 Beyond the noble purpose of contributing
to the maintenance of the national
economy, the «RUSSIN CRISIS
SOLUTION» allows to the State, by the
effect of processing the emergency
government titles (EST/EPT) with zero
interest rate, to borrow important amounts
from the public sector employees and
from the residents, without any cost;

 Eliminate the high risk level of climbing
the social anxiety (strikes, street
demonstrations, mass uprisings, etc);

 Continue generating and collecting to the
State budget an amount of taxes on
revenues, higher than in the case of
proceeding to forced dismissals or
temporary layoffs;

 Capacity to give a guarantee of
creditworthiness to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), as for the refund of
the borrowing contracted amount by the
State.

 The repurchase by the State of the
emergency government titles arrived
to the age of maturity (EST and
EPT), delivered monthly to every
public sector employee and
respectively to every resident, will
require a considerable financial exit
from the State budget, at the time of
the repurchasing process.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION»

One of the manners by which the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION» could be implemented,

would consist on the organization of a national referendum, where the majority of the population of

the country would have the chance to be pronounced faced with proposed solution. Even this

possibility is considered as one of the most democratic way to make a public choice at the national

level, the organization and the management of a referendum process would generate additional

expenses for the State.

Another way much simple and quicker, by which the existing solution could be

implemented, would consist on the elaboration of a normative act, as LAW or ORDER OF THE

GOVERNMENT, concerning the purpose of «Reducing the budget expenses, by the partial self-

financing cycle of the net budgeted incomes and of the net public pension revenues».
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The participative involvement in the consultative process for the validation of this draft

normative act of the representatives of all the political parliamentary and not parliamentary parties,

the representatives of different Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), the representatives of

labor unions and employers, as well as of some notable personalities of the social, political and

economic life of the country, represents the key of success, which allows to exceed with wisdom

the actual critical situation of the country.

So, the fact of being able to arrive at a national general agreement, based on the application

of the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION», will allow the country to solve fast and surely the

problems generated by Global economic and financial crisis, preventing also the climbing risk of

the crisis effects and the increase of social anxiety within the population.

5. CONCLUSION

In the light of this objective analysis of the advantages and disadvantages linked to the

«RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION», I appreciate that the advantages offered by this solution are much

weightier than the disadvantages which accompany it. The essential aspect of this presented

solution consists to the fact that, its associated added value, is placing each of the two well-

described relations, “GOVERNMENT – PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES” and respectively

“GOVERNMENT–RESIDENTS”, in a logic of an useful partnership, where every three parties

engaged in the process of safeguarding the national economy will have to win, their benefits being

itemized in the section 3 of this scientific work.

In regard to the State, the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION» allows to restructure in a

positive manner the initial resolution adopted by certain European countries, aiming to simply

reducing the net budgeted incomes and the net pension revenues, with different percentages from a

country to the other one, decisions which could be considered as being not constitutional, in the

logic that, mostly of the national constitutions of the European Union state members, stipulates the

fact that the rights earned legally by the citizens of the country, including net budgeted incomes

and net public pension revenues, are untouchable and unimpeachable.

The major advantage of the State consist, on one hand, on the obstruction of the climbing

risk associate to the general state of discontent of the population, which could have harmful

consequences to the stability of the social and political climate of the country and, on the other

hand, on the valuable effect of the real discount on the budgeting expenditure, produced by the

development of the «partial self-financing cycle of its own net budgeted incomes and of its own

public pension revenues». This last conclusion rests on the well-known financial principle

affirming that «any avoided exit of fund, is equivalent to an equivalent entrance of fund», which

allows faithfully to reduce the budgeting expenditure incurred by the Government, without
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dissatisfying the population therefore. At the same time, the implementation of the proposed

solution contributes simultaneously to offer the guarantee of creditworthiness proven by the State

to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as for the refund of a possible loan contracted

previously, and by the assurance of an existing political, economic and social advantageous climate

for the progressive recover of national economy.

As for both social categories implicated in the relation of partnership with their Government

(the public sector employees and the residents), the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION» allows the

Government to offer the guarantee of the public jobs stability, by giving as the same time the

guarantee for the capacity of financing the public pension revenues and all other social benefits

offered to the residents of the country.

At the same time, the investment made by the public sector employees and by the residents

in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and EPT) delivered by the Government,

through the Ministry of Public Finances, gives the guarantee of the good functioning of the

«Partial self-financing cycle of the own net budgeted incomes and the own public pension

revenues», without as far as the investments in these titles to get lost.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The analytical development of both relations of partnership, “GOVERNMENT–PUBLIC

SECTOR EMPLOYEES” and respectively "GOVERNMENT–RESIDENTS”, drove in each case

to the identification of two possible scenarios of applying the «Partial self-financing cycle of the

own net budgeted incomes and of the own public pension revenues».

Further to the objective analysis of every scenario linked to the relation of partnership

“GOVERNMENT–PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES” and respectively "GOVERNMENT–

RESIDENTS”, the one of the investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and

EPT) delivered by the Government, through the Ministry of Public Finances, aiming at the

PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE OF THE NET BUDGETED INCOMES AND THE

PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES WITH VARIABLE PERCENTAGE (sections 1.2. and

respectively 2.2.), is the most recommended, because the advantages conferred by these two

scenarios, as long to the major actor (the Government) that to both social implicated categories

(public sector employees and residents), are obviously larger and more beneficial than the

advantages offered by the scenarios centered on the PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE OF

THE NET BUDGETED INCOMES AND THE PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES WITH

UNIFORM PERCENTAGE (sections 1.1. and respectively 2.1.).
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The enclosed picture and diagram, shows obviously the principle of evolution in percentage

of the investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and EPT), according to the

net budgeted income earned by each public sector employee and respectively, to the net pension

revenue touched by every beneficiary:

No. Range of monthly net
budgeted incomes or public

pension revenue
(after taxes and other legal

deductions)

Variation in percentage of the invested
value in EMERGENCY

GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST/EPT),
according to different range of the

monthly net budgeted incomes or public
pension revenues

1 Up to … 999,99 € 0%
2 1000,00 – 1499,99 € 5%
3 1500,00 – 1999,99 € 10%
4 2000,00 – 2499,99 € 15%
5 2500,00 – 2999,00 € 20%
6 3000,00 – 3499,99 € 25%
7 3500,00 – 3999,99 € 30%
8 4000,00 – 4999,99 € 35%
9 5000,00 – 5999,99 € 40%

10 More than …  6000,00 € 50%
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We can clearly notice in this diagram that, the scenario based on principle of «PARTIAL

SELF-FINANCING NET BUDGETED INCOMES AND PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES

WITH VARIABLE PERCENTAGE», allows every public sector employee and every resident to

invest partly in its own monthly net income, a reasonable4 percentage of its net public jobs’

income or its net public pension revenue.

So, every investor (public sector employee or resident) will get, after the reasonable

investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST / EPT), a disposable income being

sufficient for assuring himself a decent live standard or, at the limit, to guarantee his survival. In

the APPENDIX 2 are introduced two practical examples associated to the «PARTIAL SELF-

FINANCING CYCLE OF THE OWN BUDGETED NET INCOMES WITH VARIABLE

PERCENTAGE», proportionately reasonable to the net monthly income of each public sector

employee.

The fundamental advantages linked to the granted preference of these scenarios based on

the «PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING OF THE OWN NET PUBLIC INCOMES AND THE OWN

PUBLIC PENSION REVENUES WITH VARIABLE PERCENTAGE» (sections 1.2 and respectively

2.2.), according to the value of the net salary earned by every public sector employee, as well as of

the net value of the public pension revenue handled by every beneficiary, are the following ones:

 The reasonable and equitable approach of temporary adjustment of the net values of public

salaries and public pension revenues, remained available to the public sector employees and to

the residents after their respective investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST

and EPT), allows every public sector employee and every beneficiary to maintain always a

decent live standard or, at the limit, to guarantee them the survival, while making important

savings on the invested amounts, from which they will benefit in a guaranteed manner at the

time of repurchase by the Government of these EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES

(EST and EPT);

 The public sector employees which are enjoying of a well brought up net public incomes and

the residents who are getting high or medium-high net pension revenues, will have the chance

to accomplish guaranteed and big enough savings, by successive investments in EMERGENCY

GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and EPT) proportional with their monthly net income, while

demonstrating solidarity with those among which, the net public incomes or net public pension

revenues are medium-weak or lowly;

4 The variation in percentage of the investment in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) and respectively in
EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT) can be reasonably adjusted by the Government, during the consultative
process of validation the  draft normative act, represented in the section 4.
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 The State could reduce much more the general level of budgeting expenditure in case of using

the «partial self-financing cycle of the net public incomes and of the public pension revenues

with variable percentage», than in case of using the «partial self-financing cycle of the net

public incomes and of the public pension revenues with uniform percentage», by the realization

of more significant volume of investments in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST

and EPT) delivered by the Ministry of Public Finances, generating so a stronger dynamics of

recycling the budget of public expenditures.

7. PARTICULAR CONSIDERATIONS
The implementation of this proposed solution, should take into the count the specific

particularities of each of the purposeful countries, which will serve for establishing the rate of

investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and EPT), according to the different

existing levels of net public incomes and net public pension revenues, that every country is making

use of. In a more concrete manner, the implementation of the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION»

would be subjected to certain particular considerations, such as:

 The rate of investment in EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST / EPT) will be fixed

by the Government so that, it does not affect the country’s medium level of consumption. It is

well known the fact that people, any kept proportion, do not spend their entire monthly budget

and they put aside a certain fraction of their monthly available income. And, the proposed

solution aims at nothing else than to save this fraction of their respective public incomes at the

«MATTRESS OF THE GOVERNMENT», in the form of successive investments in

EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST and EPT). So, they are going to be able to

spend as usual, while having the calmness of mind facing the savings put aside in the safety

«MATTRESS OF THE GOVERNMENT».

 The rates of investment in EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST) will be properly adapted

from a country to the other one, according to the different limits of the minimum income, as

well as to the evolution of the different ladders of budgeted public incomes employed by the

State. The same principle is true for the investment in EMERGENCY PENSION TITLES (EPT).

 If the Government of the country considers that the residents should not be circumscribed by

the rules of the «PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE OF THE NET PUBLIC PENSION

REVENUES» or if the State appreciates that it is not completely necessary to impose as well

such austerity measures to their residents, then the «RUSSIN CRISIS SOLUTION» could

definitely be applied only to the public sector employees. In that way, the savings

accomplished by the State further to the investment by all public sector employees in

EMERGENCY SALARY TITLES (EST), can be re-guided to the envelope of the budgeting

expenditure related to the public pension revenues.
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M1
Y1

M2
Y1

M3
Y1

M4
Y1

M5
Y1

M6
Y1

M7
Y1

M8
Y1

M9
Y1

M10
Y1

M11
Y1

M12
Y1

M1
Y2

M2
Y2

M3
Y2

M4
Y2

M5
Y2

M6
Y2

M7
Y2

M8
Y2

M9
Y2

M10
Y2

M11
Y2

M12
Y2

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

M-12

Legend: Investment on Emergency Government Titles (EST/EPT) Repurchase of the emergency government titles Maturity period 12 months

Y1 – YEAR 1 – investment period on emergency titles (EST/EPT) Y2 – YEAR 2 – repuchase period of the emergency titles (EST/EPT)

M1, M2, ..., M12 – investment monthly periods on emergency titles M1, M2, ..., M12 – repurchase monthly periods of the emergency titles (EST/EPT)

M–12 – maturity period for each monthly investment on Emergency Gouvernment Titles (EST/EPT)

MATURITY CYCLE OF THE EMERGENCY GOVERNMENT TITLES (EST/EPT)

APPEN
D

IX 1
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APPENDIX 2

Example No. 1 of an investment in EST with variable percentage:

 Monthly public net income = 2000 EURO
 Investment in EST for 15 % out of this net income = 300 EURO

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS NET INCOME IN THE FIRST MONTH

PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE APPLIED TO THIS NET PUBLIC
INCOME OF 2000 EURO WITH 15 % INVESTMENT IN EST (300 EURO)

MONTH 1                    MONTH 2 MONTH 3 …. MONTH N

… ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own net salary its own net salary its own net salary

+ + …+…

1700 €
(85%)

300 €
(15%)

1400 €
(70%)

300 €
(15%)

300 €
(15%)

EST-1 =300
(15%)

EST-2 =300
(15%)

300 €
(15%)

1400 €
(70%)

300 €
(15%)

300 €
(15%)

1400 €
(70%)

300 €
(15%)

EST-3 =300
(15%)

EST-N=300
(15%)

AVAILABLE NET INCOME
AFTER INVESTMENT

=
1700 EURO

(85%)

INVESTMENT IN EST

=
300 EURO (15%)

MONTHLY NET INCOME

=
2000 EURO

(100%)
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Example No. 2 of an investment in EST with variable percentage:

 Monthly public net income = 6000 EURO
 Investment in EST for 50 % out of this net income = 3000 EURO

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS NET INCOME IN THE FIRST MONTH

PARTIAL SELF-FINANCING CYCLE APPLIED TO THIS NET PUBLIC
INCOME OF 6000 EURO WITH 50 % INVESTMENT IN EST (3000 EURO)

MONTH 1 MONTH 2 MONTH 3 …. MONTH N

…       ...

Reinvestment in Reinvestment in Reinvestment in
its own net salary its own net salary its own net salary

+ + …+…

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

EST-1=3000
(50%)

EST-2=3000
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

3000 €
(50%)

EST-3 =3000
(50%)

EST-N=3000
(50%)

MONTHLY NET INCOME

=
6000 EURO

(100%)

AVAILABLE NET INCOME
AFTER INVESTMENT

=
3000 EURO

(50%)

INVESTMENT IN EST

=
3000 EURO (50%)


